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Dry January is officially over so why not celebrate your success with a nice bottle of these budget
wines

Dry January is officially over so why not celebrate your success with a nice bottle of these budget wines : We list
the best budget bottles so you can restock the wine shelf without breaking the bank Want to toast the end of dry
January but still pinching the pennies after Christmas?

Here, we list the best budget bottles so you can restock the wine shelf without breaking the bank.

Testers from the International Wine Challenge have selected the top 10 tipples, which will all leave you with change
from a tenner.

Wines rated by the IWC are blind taste-tested three times, by at least 10 different adjudicators.

Judge Alex Redfern said: "Hit the high street with confidence knowing all of these bottles have been given the IWC
seal of approval by some of the toughest wine judges in the world." Sainsbury's "This excellent wine is full of ripe
fruit, with a crisp and clean finish that will remind you of the summer months.

"This is ideal for seafood dishes due to its zesty finish." Tesco "Upgrade your curry night with this medium-dry
riesling – it is the perfect excuse to invite some mates around.

"Its delicate floral aromas work with peachy fruit flavours with a twist of citrus." "If there was a time to break out the
lamb chops, it's with this rich rioja from Tesco.

"This sumptuous bottle is rich with notes of raspberry and vanilla, perfect for cutting through the fatty meat."
Morrisons "For those who take their hamburgers seriously, get your hands on this full-bodied wine.

"Plum and blackcurrant notes with a hint of vanilla – ideal with a meaty treat." The Cooperative "What better way to
celebrate February than with a fillet steak and a glass of this red?

"Its palate of cassis and spice, with subtle vanilla notes, is ideal with red meat." "If January had you dreaming of
cheese, this is perfect. This sweet wine packs a punch with its apricot, honey and peach flavours. For the ultimate
treat, pair it with a blue cheese." "Time to give the lager a miss and switch to wine when you order a curry.

"This South African white packs a punch with notes of goose-berry, lemon, lime and fig." "This Marsala is aged for
five years and is bursting with the flavours of figs and nuts. If its rich finish isn't indulgent enough, pair it with dessert
or some cheese." "This complex red, with notes of red fruits, mulberry and cherry, is ideal for pairing with chocolate
and cheese – perfect to toast the end of a dry month."
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